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Identifying the Self: An Analysis of Kabir Das’ Dohas 

 

Abstract 

 The paper presents an analysis of songs of Kabir Das translated by Rabindranath 

Tagore which centres on the class and caste conflict as presented by the poet. It discusses 

scepticism and mysticism as depicted in the poems; and has helped to redefine “the other” in 

every society.  This paper deals with the social stratification - class, caste and power as 

illustrated by the poet of Bhakti Movement which turned itself as a revolution which 

questions the religious ideologies. 
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Ruminations on the relevance of Kabir Das’ poems are quite relevant in the context of 

recent tensions among religious practices and social stratifications in India. It is pretty sure 

that he is not out-dated; and we can analyse and learn from his songs, popularly known as 

dohas, through which people can enrich their self. He can be considered as a movement and 

revolutionary poet as his poems become reminders for those who are suffering in chaos and 

confusion that befell upon them in different forms such as caste, class, power and so on. The 

unity of our country has been seriously shattered by these social stratifications and religious 
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fanatics, which remains a threat towards the path to fulfil the desire of being in a welfare 

state. 

Kabir Das probes the need to overcome communal barriers in his dohas which 

represent the ultimate truth as God - the omnipotent. Through the idea of uniqueness of God 

in “ mo ko kahan dhunro bande”, “ jo khoda masjid vast hai”, “ sil santosh sada samadrishti”, 

“ pratham ek jo apai ap”, “ avadhu begam des hamara” and “ kahain kabir vicar ke”, he 

revives the power of unity and peace and  propagates  multiculturalism by exemplifying 

different cultures and traditions in Indian scenario and name God as God, Hari and Allah; but 

believes the very existence of these created manifestation inherent in every human who has 

deceived each other by renaming and redefining God ( the reflection of one’s own 

righteousness) through Scriptures and Vedas. 

Kabir Das’ poems suggest religious harmony and he substantiates the universal truth: 

God has neither clan nor caste. “I am neither in temple nor in mosque: I am/ neither in Kaaba 

nor in Kailash: /…Kabir, says, ‘O Sadhu! God is the breath of all breath.” (31) These lines 

from “mo ko kahan dhunro bande” can be considered as a revolution against those religious 

ideologies that stick to people through generations and restrict the modification of the 

ideologies or precepts. Kabir Das’ “sati ko kaun sikhawta hai” is a perfect example of 

breaking a social taboo, the practice of Sati.  

The Sati practice was undeniably a ban on widows who were ostracized from the 

society. Killing them by pushing into the pyre of their dead husband was accepted. It was not 

a crime to the collective dominant culture of people of those times; so such women were 

forced to be the “Homo sacer” (Agamben 3) and were excluded from the all ceremonial 

formalities. 

Gender discrimination, in religious customs, is still prevalent today which spouts 

communal violence. Kabir Das’ “jo khoda masjid vasat hai” reminds that “All the men and 
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women of the world are His / living forms” (109). Kabir’ vision of a utopian society is 

evident in “avadhu begam des hamara” in which he invites everyone without any gender or 

caste biased distinction to his land, free of grief and trouble, which was owned by God the 

very manifestation of righteousness of self. He addresses his fellow beings as ‘brothers’ 

which in reality is the reconstruction of the power relations in society that is without the 

hierarchical structure and is a perfect illustration of redefining the other. Kabir Das, being a 

sceptic has broken the untouchable rules of Hindus and his poems evince alliance. He 

considers true worship as Love which is beyond ceremonies and rituals. He shows his 

revolutionary attitude towards external acharas in “man na rangaye”. Similar in the case of 

“na jane sahib kaisa hai”: “Tell your beads; paint your forehead with the/ mark of your 

god…/ but a deadly weapon is in your heart” (107), through which Kabir puts forth the query 

of how shall we attain the ultimate truth when our heart is clogged with a deadly weapon 

which can be any kind of impermissible influences. Thus the inclusion of godliness or 

rectitude within mankind which helps each to identify the self to love oneself and thus begin 

a journey of carrying and sharing that love towards everyone through generations, the 

quintessence promoted in his dohas. 

It can be concluded that Mysticism is a “transcendent, timeless”, (Barry 176), anti- 

sectarian constituent in Kabir Das. In his efforts to achieve unity with the higher spirits in his 

poems, Kabir attempts to teach humanity the simple way to attain God which sans rites and 

ceremonies and follow the path of righteousness, to understand the self, thus attaining a true 

meaningful life. Thus Kabir Das’ humble reflective, purely divine poems are socially and 

culturally relevant that teaches humanity the quality of being humane and dwell deep into the 

subject which has universal appeal, which gives immense pleasure for the spectators of all 

generations of all ages throughout the world to call him “an evergreen poet”. 
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